
AGENT TRAINING
Sunday, July 24th 2022

7:00pm – 7:50pm

ZOOM



AGENDA
7:00pm – Agent Updates
7:02pm – Changes to TXR Forms
7:12pm – Mandatory Disclosures & Liability
7:20pm – Exclusions vs Non-Realty Items
7:26pm - Procedures for New Construction Homes
7:32pm – Marketing Tenacity
7:37pm – Expiration Dates on Forms & MLS
7:42pm – CMA’s (Always Prepare More Than 1)
7:50pm – The More You Know



Agent Updates
7:00pm

Welcome Johanna Pineda

Johanna comes to us from 

Keller Williams Metropolitan. 

She also went through the real 

estate program at San Jacinto 

College and is eager to grow 

her real estate career with us 

at San Jacinto Properties. 

Johanna is fluent in Spanish 

too.

Congratulations to agents Jeremy Ellison 
and Weiye Shi for reaching the $5000 
cap already for 2022 in commissions to 
the Broker. Their Broker Fees are only 
$99 per transaction for the remainder of 
the year



7:02pm NEW/MODIFIED  FORMS
All adopted and revised forms go into effect July 8. They are available on texasrealestate.com and through approved forms vendors 
except zipForm. They will be published on zipForm July 8.
Representation Agreements, Generally
•Modernized contact information of parties.
•Added language to clarify that a broker has a right terminate a representation agreement if a client defaults.
•Added a disclosure of the location of a property in a public improvement district or municipal utility district.
Residential Forms
TXR 1925 Buyer’s Walk-Through and Acceptance Form
•Added a section for the buyers to specify whether they have seen the property in person or whether they are purchasing the property 
sight unseen.
•Added a section where the buyers will indicate whether they have chosen to have the property reinspected after repairs are completed.
•Added a section where the buyers will indicate whether they have chosen to purchase a residential service contract.
•Updated the title to reflect these additions: Buyer’s Walk-Through, Confirmation and Acceptance Form.
TXR 1935 Seller’s Estimated Net Proceeds and TXR 1936 Approximation of Buyer’s Closing Costs
•The task force proposed pulling down these forms. However, members voiced overwhelming support to keep them. Therefore, these
forms will remain available for use.
TXR 2301 Independent Contractor Agreement for Sales Associate
•Added a place for the broker to authorize the geographic areas and disciplines in which the associate is authorized to practice.
TXR 1608 New Residential Condominium Contract (Complete Construction) and TXR 1609 New Residential Condominium Contract 
(Incomplete Construction)
•Added that if the buyer elects to terminate pursuant to provisions related to the delivery of update of a Condominium Information 
Statement, the buyer will get a refund of the earnest money.



New Form: TXR 2405 Referral Agreement Between Brokers
•An agreement for a referral fee to be paid to a broker who has referred a prospective client to another broker.
Commercial Forms
TXR 1408 Commercial Property Condition Statement
•Clarified that this form can be used by a sublessor with a sublease.
•Expanded the flood disclosures to mirror language in the residential Seller’s Disclosure Notice.
TXR 1801 Commercial Contract – Improved Property
•Independent consideration for the feasibility period is now delivered to the title company.
•Additional money paid by the buyer for the extension of the feasibility period may now be considered as additional earnest money and/or 
independent consideration.
•Clarified that the seller is only required to deliver to the buyer property information that is in the seller’s possession.
•Clarified that an overnight delivery service is an acceptable method to deliver notices under the agreement.
•The term “legal holiday” was changed to “federal reserve bank holiday.”
•Reflects the requirement of the seller to provide a Public Improvement District disclosure form.
TXR 2101 Commercial Lease
•The terms contained in the Commercial Lease Addendum for Expense Reimbursement (TXR 2103) have been incorporated directly into the 
Commercial Lease under Paragraph 4J.
•The landlord was given the authority to reserve portions of the common area parking for a specific tenant’s short-term use (i.e., curbside 
pickup spaces).
New Form: TXR 1419 Commercial Listing Agreement Termination
•May be used to terminate any Texas REALTORS® commercial listing agreement.



Leasing & Property Management Forms
•Changed all references of “pets” to “animals”
TXR 1102 Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement, Exclusive Right to Lease
•Added a notice making landlords aware of the risks of refusing a valid request for an assistance animal.
•Removed pre-checked box for Information About Brokerage Services under Paragraph 19.
TXR 2001 Residential Lease
•Clarified language about where to pay the rent, and added options about who can accept the first month’s rent.
•Added language to clarify the tenant has to produce documentation for assistance animals.
•Added a question for landlord to note whether the property is part of an HOA.
•Added a prohibition against planting, growth, consumption, or distribution of cannabis plants or products.
•Added a prohibition against listing the property on lodging/short term rental websites and added language about guest stay limits.
•Added that all unpaid debts will bear 18% interest or the maximum allowed by law.
TXR 2003 Residential Lease Application
•Added a question asking whether the applicant has viewed the property prior to applying.
•Changed all references of “pets” to “animals,” and added a question asking if any animal identified is an assistance animal.
TXR 2201 Residential Leasing and Property Management Agreement
•Added language to cover fees if the property is not leased on the date the agreement ends and owner terminates the agreement.
•Added language to cover compensation from benefit programs or packages.
•Added language to clarify that a broker is not responsible for performing or certifying any inspections or surveys that may be required by local, state, or 
federal regulations.
New Form: TXR 2016 Tenant and Occupant Information
•Provides additional space for tenant and occupants to insert information that would not be inserted in the lease.
New Form: TXR 2017 Residential Lease Sight Unseen Addendum
•Asks if the tenants have viewed the property before signing the lease, the manner in which the tenants viewed it, and provides notice that the tenants 
who lease the property sight unseen do so at their own risk.
New Form: TXR 2018 Addendum Regarding Fee In Lieu of a Security Deposit
•Allows the landlord and tenant to agree to a recurring monthly fee instead of a security deposit.
New Form: TXR 2228 Residential Tenant Estoppel Certificate
•Asks the tenant to certify that the statements in the certificate are true







7:12pm
Mandatory Disclosures & Liability

Remember that the following material facts must be disclosed on all properties. Failure to disclose could expose you to a 
lawsuit and/or sanctions from TREC and/or the Board of Realtors. SHOULD you have known is the big question

Death caused by murder or the property itself (faulty wiring, rotten wood, toxic fumes, etc)

Previous fire or flooding in the home

Is the home in a flood zone? If so, include the flood addendum and ask for a copy of the flood insurance

Was the home built prior to 1978? If so, the Lead Based Paint Addendum is required by Federal Law

Previous foundation repairs (or current signs of foundation issues that a reasonable person would notice)

If the home is in a HOA,  MUD / Utility District or other special taxation zone (use the correct disclosure notice)

Are there things in the home that do not work that should be working

Is the seller going to remove anything that is a fixture and should be staying with the home  (Exclusions)

Are there any leases (tenants) or fixture leases (solar panels, security system, water softener, etc) on the home?



Exclusions and Non-Realty Items
Paragraph 2 of the contract spells out what is considered a fixture and what is not, however sometimes there may be some grey
area. If an item is attached or fastened to the property or built-in, it is considered a fixture and must stay with the home unless it is 
listed on the exclusions list and disclosed to the buyers upfront and also written into the contract in Paragraph 2D

These items are usually NOT fixtures because they are not built-in or permanently attached to the home: Washer, Dryer, 
Refrigerator, furniture, outdoor grill on wheels, patio furniture, decorative mirrors hanging by picture hooks, Televisions, 
countertop kitchen appliances, lawn equipment, hoses, etc

These items ARE considered fixtures and must stay with the home unless they are mentioned in Paragraph 2D (Exclusions). If you 
are the listing agent be sure to mention any exclusions in the MLS in “Agent Remarks” and again in “Exclusions: TV Mounts, 
Surround Sound Speakers, Ceiling Fans, Built-In Refrigerator (like Sub Zero brand), Curtains/Drapes, Blinds, Stove/Oven, Cooktop, 
Built-In Microwave, outdoor landscaping, Security System, Water Softener, Solar Panels, Security Cameras, Ring Doorbell. Also, be 
sure that the seller provides all codes and passwords at closing for items like the security system, garage door, etc that can be 
operated by apps, remotes or PIN codes. The seller is also required by law to remove all apps and codes to the home from their 
phone at closing

Non-Realty Items
Any item that is not considered a fixture but the seller either wants to leave at the house or the buyer wants the seller to leave it. 
Because these items are considered PERSONAL PROPERTY the Non-Realty Items Addendum must be used if any of these items are 
going to be left by the seller. The seller should never leave anything without the approval of the buyer first. Typical Non-Realty 
Items would be: Refrigerator, Washer/ Dryer, furniture, outdoor furniture, decorative mirrors, decorative rugs, hoses, plants, etc. 
When using the Non-Realty Items Addendum be sure to describe each item in detail to ensure that is the item the seller leaves and 
does not switch it out with a different one. Use brand name, color and serial number if possible

7:20pm



7:26pm

Procedures For New Construction Homes
Make sure that your buyer clients know that you are able to help them with NEW CONSTRUCTION homes as well as 
resale homes and that it won’t cost them any more to have you represent them

Always attend visits/showings to new home neighborhoods and introduce yourself and your client to the Builder’s Sales Agent before 
they speak to your clients. Explain to your clients that you must accompany them to all visits to the new home communities and that 
they should speak the sales agents without you present

Be sure to REGISTER your buyer using the builder’s registration card/form and include your name and contact information. Take a photo 
of the registration as evidence in case the form gets “conveniently” lost by the sales agent.

Almost all builders have a discretionary allowance that they will use to negotiate with a new home buyer. Press the sales agent to throw 
in upgrades for FREE (within reason) . Some builders will negotiate on the price of a new home if it has already been completed and is 
sitting there unsold. It costs them money every day it’s not sold.

Many builders will not have their homes listed in the MLS so you may not get credit in MLS for the sale, but that’s no big deal. The 
important thing is that you get paid your commission. Be sure to upload all documents into Dotloop just like you would on any other 
transaction

You ARE allowed to give your buyer client a rebate / Realtor Contribution if you want to, but remember that it must be disclosed to all 
parties on the CDA because the lender has to approve it. Prepare your CDA and get my signature at least 2 weeks before the scheduled 
closing to avoid any delay or loan issues. Builders are notorious for delays and you must use their Title Company.



7:32pm

Marketing Tenacity
If you aren’t marketing yourself, other agents are going to steal your clients (even the ones you thought would stay with 
you forever). Real Estate is all about “out of sight, out of mind” and “what have you done for me lately”

Last month a I sent out an email to all of you that had this link to a short video about a real estate marketing study that 
showed residents in a neighborhood chose an agent that did not even exist as the #1 real estate agent in that 
neighborhood based solely off of the advertising that was sent out. It wasn’t a real agent and they had never sold a 
single home

https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRdAgJTS/?k=1
“Sometimes it’s not about being the best, it’s about being the most known”

An agent on Facebook shared this story: I heard from my friend who said they hired me over their other 
friend who’s in real estate because they felt that their other Realtor friend was always on vacation based on 
their social media posts versus my social media posts which were more focused and professional.

Be sure that you are farming your neighborhood, driving with your door magnets on your car, wearing you 
Realtor name badge, volunteering for committees and organizations, contacting your sphere of influence, 
whatever it takes to be seen and known. Don’t be a secret agent. Marketing is a 24/7/365 job

https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRdAgJTS/?k=1


7:37pm
Expiration Dates & Timelines on Contracts

“Time is of the essence”
One of your biggest responsibilities as an agent is knowing and understanding the contracts and addenda and making 
sure you, your client and the other parties are adhering to the dates and timelines that are in each contract. Be sure 
you are using the CHECKLISTS for each contract to ensure that you don’t forget to do something before it’s too late.

1) Is the contract executed? Don’t assume the other agent executed it just because their client signed last. Also, never 
execute a contract until it has all required signatures

2) Has the Earnest Money and Option Fee been delivered to the Title Company within 3 days?
3) Has the Seller’s Disclosure been delivered to the buyer within the timeline on the contract?
4) Has the Survey (if applicable) been delivered to the buyer within the timeframe on the contract
5) Has the Title Commitment been delivered by the Title Company?
6) Have other disclosures been delivered to the buyer that were not initially delivered at the time the contract was 

executed, such as Lead Based Paint, MUD, HOA, Non-Realty Items, etc?
7) Is the lender working at a pace to get the buyer APPROVED before the deadline in the Third Party Financing 

Addendum?
8) Have the repairs been completed by the seller according to the Repair Amendment?
9) Have you set a closing day and time with the Title Company
10) Have you sent me your CDA and had it signed and returned by me at least 5 days before closing?



7:42pm
CMA’s (Always provide more than 1 to your client)

HAR Quick CMA Realist Comparables on HAR Tax NAR RPR Report

By using multiple sources you can get a more accurate assessment of the real value of the property. Also 
remember that you control which comps to include in the report, so be sure that you are comparing apples to 
apples and find homes that are the most similar and that sold within the last 6 months. Throw out anomalies that 
would skew the data. Also look at Days on Market in that area. Practicing doing CMA’s on other listings and solds



7:50pm The More You Know

There are 3 types of people. Those who MAKE things happen……. Those who 
WATCH things happen……. And those who wonder WHAT HAPPENED????



Thank You All For 
Attending Tonight


